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Let + be a positive determinate measure with moments of every order and infinite
support and let ( pn)n be the corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials.
Let (z1 , k1), ..., (zN , kN) be given, where the z 's are different complex numbers and
the k's are nonnegative integers. We characterize the operators of the form
T=Nl=1 
kl
j=0 al, j $
( j)
zl , for which the sequence (T( pn))n belongs to l
2.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let M* denote the set of positive Borel measures on the real line having
moments of every order and infinite support. Let + # M* and let ( pn)n
be the corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials, uniquely
determined by orthonormality and the conditions dgr( pn)=n and pn has
positive leading coefficient. The sequence of orthonormal polynomials
depends only on the class of all measures having the same moments as +.
We are interested in the following question:
To every system (z1 , k1), ..., (zN , kN), where the z 's are differ-
ent complex numbers and the k 's are nonnegative integers, we
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associate the vector space T of discrete differential operators
defined by
T= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
al, j$ ( j)zl , (1.1)
where al, j are complex numbers.
For which operators T does the complex sequence (T( pn))n belong to l2?
To be precise we let the operator T act on a C-function , by the
expression
T(.)= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
al, j.( j)(zl).
(Note that T acts differently, if it is considered as a distribution.)
The dimension of the vector space T is
M := :
N
l=1
(kl+1). (1.2)
When the measure + is indeterminate, i.e., there are other positive
measures having the same moments as +, the sequence ( p (m)n (z))n belongs
to l2 for all m # N and z # C (see [BD]), hence for all operators T of the
form (1.1), we have (T( pn))n # l2.
The aim of this paper is to study the question for measures + which are
determinate, i.e., no other measure has the same moments as +. In this case
it is known that ( pn(z)) # l2 if and only if +([z])>0, and in the affirmative
case
+([z])=\:

0
p2n(z)+
&1
.
A first step towards answering the question can be found in [BD],
where we studied the special case T=$ (m)z . We established a close rela-
tionship between this problem and the so-called index of determinacy of a
determinate measure +. This index checks the determinacy under multi-
plication by even powers of |t&z| for z a complex number, and it is
defined as
indz(+)=sup[k # N | |t&z| 2k + is determinate]. (1.3)
For + # M* we can consider the set C[t] of polynomials with complex
coefficients as a subspace of L2(+). We recall the theorem of M. Riesz (cf.
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[A, p. 43], [R2]): If + is determinate then C[t] is dense in L2(+), and
if + is indeterminate, then C[t] is dense in L2(+) if and only if + is
Nevanlinna extremal (N-extremal in short).
N-extremal measures are discrete.
In [BD], we studied in depth the index (1.3) and established the follow-
ing classification:
If + is obtained from an N-extremal measure by removing the mass at
k+1 points in the support, then + is determinate with
indz(+)={k,k+1,
for z  supp(+)
for z # supp(+).
(1.4)
We also showed that the index of determinacy is either infinite at every
complex number, or if it is finite at some point z, then it has the form (1.4),
and + is derived from an N-extremal measure by removing the mass at
k+1 points.
Using that the index of determinacy is constant at complex numbers out-
side of the support of +, we define the index of determinacy of + by
ind(+) :=indz(+), z  supp(+). (1.5)
We stress that a measure + of finite index ind(+)=k is discrete, and it is
derived from an N-extremal measure by removing the mass at k+1 points.
Such an N-extremal measure is highly non-unique by a perturbation result
of Berg and Christensen, cf. [BC, Theorem 8].
To each measure + of finite index we associate an entire function F+ with
simple zeros at the points of supp(+). We recall from [BD] that
F+(w)=exp \&w :

n=0
1
xn+ `

n=0 \1&
w
xn+ exp \
w
xn+ , (1.6)
where [xn | n # N] is the support of +. This function F+ is the uniquely
determined entire function of minimal exponential type having supp(+) as
its set of zeros and satisfying F+(0)=1. In the above formulation we tacitly
assume 0  supp(+). If however 0 # supp(+), the above expression for F+
shall be multiplied with w and [xn | n # N]=supp(+)"[0].
If  1|xn |< the above expression can be simplified to F+(w)=
> (1&wxn). If  1|xn |= we assume that (xn) is ordered so that
0<|x1 ||x2 | } } } , and the series  1xn is conditionally convergent by
Lindelo f's theorem, see [B]. That F+ is of minimal exponential type follows
by a theorem of M. Riesz [R1], according to which the entire functions
in the Nevanlinna matrix for an indeterminate problem are of minimal
exponential type.
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Concerning the problem of determining for which z # C the sequence
( p (m)n (z))n belongs to l
2, we proved in [BD] that if ind(+)1, then for all
m1 and z # C the sequence ( p (m)n (z))n does not belong to l
2. On the other
hand, if ind(+)=0 there exist infinitely many numbers z satisfying
( p (m)n (z))n # l
2, and these numbers are real. Moreover, ( p (m)n (z))n # l
2 if and
only if F (m)+ (z)=0, where F+ is the entire function associated to +.
In this paper, we will show that again the index of determinacy and the
entire function F+ are the key to a complete answer to the question posed
in the beginning of this paper. Indeed, we prove that the smaller ind(+) is,
the bigger is the dimension of the linear space [T # T | (T( pn))n # l2]. This
linear space only depends on the points z1 , ..., zN , the non-negative integers
k1 , ..., kN , ind(+) and the numbers F ( j)+ (zl), j=0, ..., kl , l=1, ..., N.
More precisely, we will prove
Theorem 1.1 Let + # M* be determinate and let ( pn)n be the sequence
of orthonormal polynomials corresponding to +. Let (z1 , k1), ..., (zN , kN) be
given, where the z 's are different complex numbers and the k 's are non-
negative integers. Put M=Nl=1 (kl+1). Then
(i) If
ind(+)\ :l :+([zl])>0 kl+ :l :+([zl])=0 (kl+1)+&1,
then the sequence (T( pn))n belongs to l2 only in the trivial cases, i.e., if and
only if T is a linear combination of Dirac deltas evaluated at the points zl
which are mass points of the measure +.
(ii) If
0ind(+)\ :l :+([zl])>0 kl+ :l :+([zl])=0 (kl+1)+&2,
then,
dim[T # T | (T( pn))n # l2]=M&ind(+)&11.
Furthermore, (T( pn))n # l2 if and only if T(zkF+(z))=0 for
k=0, 1, ..., ind(+).
We now specialize Theorem 1.1 to the case k1= } } } =kN=0 so
T=Nl=1 al$zl . Since ( pn(z)) # l
2 if and only if +([z])>0, it is no loss of
generality to assume +([zl])=0 for l=1, ..., N. We have M=N and get:
Corollary 1.2 Let + # M* be determinate and T=Nl=1 al$zl , where
+([zl])=0, l=1, ..., N, a=(a1 , ..., aN) # CN.
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(i) If ind(+)N&1 then (T( pn)) # l2 if and only if a=0.
(ii) If 0ind(+)N&2 then
V={a # C N } \ :
N
l=1
al pn(zl)+ # l2=
is of dimension N&ind(+)&1(1) and is characterized by the equations
:
N
l=1
alzkl F+(zl)=0, k=0, 1, ..., ind(+).
In particular, if ind(+)=0, then V is a hyperplane in C N with the equation
N1 alF+(zl)=0.
We next specialize Theorem 1.1 to N=1 and put z=z1 , k=k1 . This
leads to the result obtained in [BD]:
Corollary 1.3 Let + # M* be determinate.
(i) If ind(+)=0 and k0, then ( p (k)n (z)) # l
2 if and only if
F (k)+ (z)=0.
(ii) If ind(+)1 and k1, then ( p (k)n (z))  l
2 for all z # C.
Proof. The first part is clear. For the second part assume ind(+)1,
k1. We will see that ( p (k)n (z)) # l
2 leads to a contradiction. We know that
(zpF+(z))(k)(z)=0 for p=0, 1, ..., ind(+) and in particular F (k)+ (z)=0,
zF (k)+ (z)+kF
(k&1)
+ (z)=0. Hence we have F
(k)
+ (z)=F
(k&1)
+ (z)=0, but this is
impossible because F+ is of minimal exponential type with real and simple
zeros, and so from Laguerre's theorem (cf. [B, p. 23]) all its derivatives
have the same property. K
2. Preliminary Results
In this section we give some results which are needed to prove Theorem
1.1, which will be done in Section 3. In a first reading they may be skipped,
and the reader can return to them after Section 3.
Throughout the paper we fix a system
(z1 , k1), ..., (zN , kN) (2.1)
of N1 different points zi # C with multiplicities ki0 like in Theorem 1.1.
Associated with this system is the polynomial
R(t)= `
N
l=1
(t&zl)kl+1 of degree M= :
N
l=1
(kl+1). (2.2)
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Given an entire function F we say that S is the interpolating polynomial
for F associated to the system (2.1), if S is the unique polynomial of degree
at most M&1 which satisfies
S ( j)(zl)=F ( j)(zl), j=0, ..., kl , l=1, ..., N.
Lemma 2.1 Let + # M* be a determinate measure.
(i) If
ind(+)< :
l :+([zl])>0
kl+ :
l :+([zl])=0
(kl+1),
then |R| 2 + is an indeterminate measure.
(ii) If
ind(+) :
l :+([zl])>0
kl+ :
l :+([zl])=0
(kl+1),
then |R| 2 + is determinate and
ind( |R| 2 +)=ind(+)&\ :l :+([zl])>0 kl+ :l :+([zl])=0 (kl+1)+ .
Proof. Suppose first that z  supp(+). If ind(+)=0 then |t&z| 2 + is
indeterminate, and if ind(+)1 then
ind( |t&z| 2 +)=indz( |t&z| 2 +)=ind(+)&1.
Suppose next that z # supp(+). Then indz(+)1, and if indz(+)< we
get
ind( |t&z| 2 +)=indz( |t&z| 2 +)=indz(+)&1=ind(+),
but the formula ind( |t&z| 2 +)=ind(+) also holds if indz(+)=.
Repeating these arguments and using that indz(+) is constant outside
supp(+) and on supp(+), the result follows. K
Let + # M* and let ( pn)n be the corresponding sequence of orthonormal
polynomials. It is well-known that for z # C
&pn(z)&&2l2 =inf[&1&p&2L2(+) | p # C[t], p(z)=0], (2.3)
cf. [A, Theorem 2.5.1]. Note that the right-hand side is the square of the
L2(+)-distance between 1 and the set of polynomials p satisfying p(z)=0.
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We shall use the notation dL2(+)( f , A) for the L2(+)-distance between f and
a subset A of L2(+).
The following result generalizes (2.3) as well as Theorem 4.1 in [BD].
Lemma 2.2 Let + and ( pn)n be as above. Let T: C[t]  C be a linear
functional and let r # C[t] be such that T(r)=1. Then the formula
&T( pn)&&1l2 =dL2(+)(r, ker(T ))
holds, where ker(T) is the set of polynomials p for which T( p)=0.
Proof.
It is straightforward that
d 2L2(+)(r, ker(T ))=inf[&p&
2
L2(+) | p # C[t], T( p)=1].
If we expand the polynomial p in terms of the polynomials ( pn)n ,
p(t)=n anpn(t), the condition T( p)=1 is equivalent to n anT( pn)=1.
Since &p&2L2(+)=n |an |
2, we have to find
inf {:n |an |
2 } :n anT( pn)=1= ,
which clearly is (n |T( pn)|2)&1. K
In order to apply the index of determinacy to study when a linear func-
tional T: C[t]  C satisfies (T( pn))n # l2, we need the kernel of T to satisfy
a technical condition which turns out to be equivalent with T being of the
form (1.1). For d0 we denote by kerd (T) the set of polynomials of degree
d in ker(T).
Proposition 2.3 A non-zero linear functional T: C[t]  C is of the form
(1.1) if and only if there exists a polynomial R of degree M1 such that
ker(T )=kerM&1(T )R(t) C[t]. (2.4)
If T is of the form (1.1) with al, kl{0 for l=1, ..., N, then R given by (2.2)
is the monic polynomial of smallest degree satisfying (2.4).
Proof. If T is of the form (1.1) with al, kl {0 for l=1, ..., N, then
T(Rp)=0 if R is given by (2.2) and p # C[t], so the right-hand side of (2.4)
is contained in the kernel of T. On the other hand, any s # C[t] can be
written s=Rp+q with dgr(q)<M, and if T(s)=0 then we also have
T(q)=0 and (2.4) holds.
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Suppose next that ker(T ) satisfies (2.4), where R is chosen as a monic
polynomial of smallest possible degree M1. Let the factorization of R be
R(t)= `
N
l=1
(t&zl)kl+1,
where z1 , ..., zN are the different roots of R and kl0. The vector space
CM&1[t] of polynomials of degree M&1 is of dimension M, and the
linear functionals $ ( j)zl , j=0, 1, ..., kl , l=1, ..., N are linearly independent as
elements of the dual space C*M&1[t], and therefore a basis for C*M&1[t].
To see the independence we consider the linear map CM&1[t]  CM given by
p [ ($ ( j)zl ( p))=( p
( j)(zl)), (2.5)
where j=0, 1, ..., kl , l=1, ..., N. This map is clearly one-to-one and hence
an isomorphism. Indeed, if p # CM&1[t] has a zero of multiplicity kl+1 at
zl , l=1, ..., N then p=0.
It follows that there is a unique vector (al, j) # CM such that
T( p)= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=1
al, j$ ( j)zl ( p), p # CM&1[t].
For arbitrary s # C[t] we write s=Rq+p with p # CM&1[t] and get by (2.4)
T(s)=T( p)= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=1
al, j$ ( j)zl ( p)= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=1
al, j$ ( j)zl (s).
We necessarily have al, kl {0, l=1, ..., N for otherwise, by the first part of
the proof, we would have a representation (2.4) with a polynomial R of
degree smaller than M. K
We now fix an N-extremal indeterminate measure _. The Hilbert space
L2(_) contains C[t] as a dense subspace. For every z # C, j # N the
mapping p [ p( j)(z) extends from C[t] to a continuous linear functional
$( j)z : L
2(_)  C given by
$ ( j)z ( f )= :

n=0
p ( j)n (z) | f (t) pn(t) d_(t) for f # L2(_),
where ( pn)n are the orthonormal polynomials corresponding to _, see [BD,
Proposition 2.2]. In the same paper we also calculated $ ( j)z ((z&t)
&1) for
z  supp(_) and obtained
$( j)z ((z&t)
&1)=
1
j+1
F ( j+1)(z)
F(z)
, (2.6)
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where F is an entire function of minimal exponential type vanishing
precisely on supp(_). Note that F is uniquely determined up to a constant
factor, so the right-hand side of (2.6) is independent of this choice. With
the above notation the following holds:
Proposition 2.4 For z  supp(_) and w{z we have
$ ( j)w ((z&t)
&1)=
 j
w j {
F(z)&F(w)
(z&w) F(z)= , j # N. (2.7)
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume 0 # supp(_), so _
corresponds to the parameter value 0 in the Nevanlinna parametrization,
F is equal to the function D from the Nevanlinna matrix
\AB
C
D+ ,
and
|
d_(t)
z&t
=
C(z)
D(z)
, z  supp(_),
cf. [A, p. 98], [BD, (2.7)]. For w{z we get using the polynomials (qn)n
of the second kind
$w((z&t)&1)= :

n=0
pn(w) |
pn(t) d_(t)
z&t
=& :

n=0
pn(w) qn(z)+
C(z)
D(z)
:

n=0
pn(w) pn(z).
The series above can be expressed in terms of the functions in the
Nevanlinna matrix, cf. [BuCa] or [BD], and we find
$w((z&t)&1)=
B(w) C(z)&A(z) D(w)+1
z&w
&
C(z)
D(z)
B(w) D(z)&B(z) D(w)
z&w
=
D(z)&D(w)
(z&w) D(z)
.
The formula (2.7) follows by derivation with respect to w. K
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Remark 2.5. For f : R  C which is square integrable with respect to _,
the function
$z( f )= :

n=0
pn(z) | f (t) pn(t) d_(t)
is an entire function of minimal exponential type having the same values as
f in the points of supp(_). The expression $ ( j)z ( f ) is just the j th derivative
of this entire function. Note that (2.7) reduces to (2.6) for w  z.
Proposition 2.6 Let _ be N-extremal and let F be an entire function of
minimal exponential type vanishing precisely on supp(_). For a system of
points (2.1) let R and M be given by (2.2), and let S be the interpolating
polynomial for F associated to the system (2.1), i.e., the unique polynomial in
CM&1[t] such that
S ( j)(zl)=F ( j)(zl), j=0, 1, ..., kl , l=1, ..., N.
If z1 , ..., zN  supp(_) then SR # L2(_) and
$( j)w \SR+=
 j
w j {
S(w)&F(w)
R(w) = for w # C, j # N. (2.8)
Proof. It is enough to prove (2.8) for j=0. By decomposition we have
S(t)
R(t)
= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
cl, j
(t&zl) j+1
,
where
cl, j=
1
(kl& j)!
kl& j
tkl& j {
S(t)
Ql (t)= t=zl , Ql (t)= `
N
n=1
n{l
(t&zn)kn+1.
By assumption the functions .l=SQl and l=FQl , l=1, ..., N satisfy
. ( j)l (zl)=
( j)
l (zl), j=0, 1, ..., kl .
Putting j=0 in (2.7) gives
:

k=0
pk(w) |
pk(t)
t&z
d_(t)=
F(z)&F(w)
(w&z) F(z)
;
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hence
:

k=0
pk(w) |
pk(t)
(t&z) j+1
d_(t)=
1
j !
 j
z j {
F(z)&F(w)
(w&z) F(z)= , w{z.
Therefore we get for w{z1 , ..., zN
$w \SR+= :

k=0
pk(w) |
S(t)
R(t)
pk(t) d_(t)
= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
cl, j :

k=0
pk(w) |
pk(t)
(t&zl) j+1
d_(t)
= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
cl, j
j !
 j
z j {
F(z)&F(w)
(w&z) F(z)=z=zl
= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
1
j ! (kl& j)!
 (kl& j)l (zl)
 j
z j {
F(z)&F(w)
(w&z) F(z)=z=zl
= :
N
l=1
1
kl !
kl
zkl {l (z)
F(z)&F(w)
(w&z) F(z)=z=zl
= :
N
l=1
1
kl !
kl
zkl {
S(z)&F(w)
(w&z) Ql (z)=z=zl
= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
1
(kl& j)!
kl& j
zkl& j {
S(z)&F(w)
Ql (z) =z=zl
1
(w&zl) j+1
=
S(w)&F(w)
R(w)
,
where the second last expression is the decomposition of the rational
function (S(t)&F(w))R(t) at the point t=w.
By the interpolation properties of S it follows that (S(w)&F(w))R(w) is
entire, and therefore the expression
$w \SR+=
S(w)&F(w)
R(w)
holds for all w # C. K
Corollary 2.7 Let 0kl$kl , l=1, ..., N, and put
R (t)= `
N
l=1
(t&zl)k$l+1.
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If 0 j<kl&kl$ then
$ ( j)zl \SR +=0.
Proof. We write S(t)=q(t) R (t)+S (t), where q, S # C[t] and dgr(S )<
dgr(R ). Then S is the interpolating polynomial for F associated to the
system (zl , kl$), l=1, ..., N. In fact, for 0jkl$ we have
F ( j)(zl)=S ( j)(zl)=S ( j)(zl), l=1, ..., N.
Therefore
$ ( j)zl \SR +=q( j)(zl)+$ ( j)zl \
S
R +=
 j
z j {q(z)+
S (z)&F(z)
R (z) = z=zl
=
 j
z j {
S(z)&F(z)
R (z) =z=zl=0
because (S(z)&F(z))R (z) has a zero of order kl&kl$ at zl . K
We will later use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8 Let F be an entire function and let S be the interpolating
polynomial for F associated to the system (2.1). If we set
F1(t)=F(t) `
N
l=1
(t&zl):l `
M
m=1
(t&wm);m+1,
where z1 , ..., zN , w1 , ..., wM are different, then the polynomial
S1(t)=S(t) `
N
l=1
(t&zl):l `
M
m=1
(t&wm);m+1
is the interpolating polynomial for F1 associated to the system
(zl , kl+:l), l=1, ..., N, (wm , ;m), m=1, ..., M.
Proof. From the Leibniz formula we have
S ( j)1 (zl)= :
j
k=0 \
j
k+ S (k)(zl) \ `
N
m=1
(t&zm):m `
M
m=1
(t&wm);m+1+
( j&k)
t=zl
= :
j&:l
k=0 \
j
k + S (k)(zl) \ `
N
m=1
(t&zm):m `
M
m=1
(t&wm);m+1+
( j&k)
t=zl
.
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If k j&:l and jkl+:l , we have kkl , and so, from the interpolation
conditions for S and the definition of F1 , we have
S ( j)1 (zl)= :
j&:l
k=0 \
j
k+ F (k)(zl) \ `
N
m=1
(t&zm):m `
M
m=1
(t&wm);m+1+
( j&k)
t=zl
=F ( j)1 (zl).
The interpolation conditions S (i)1 (wm)=F
(i)
1 (wm), i=0, ..., ;m ; m=1, ..., M
follow because S (i)1 (wm)=F
(i)
1 (wm)=0 for these values of i and m. K
If + # M* is determinate and z  supp(+), then the density theorem of
Riesz can be strengthened to
(t&z) C[t]=L2(+).
We present a generalization of this result.
Proposition 2.9 Let + # M* be a determinate measure of finite index
k=ind(+), and consider the system (2.1) with R and M given by (2.2).
If z1 , ..., zN  supp(+) and kM&1 then
R(t) C[t]=L2(+).
Proof. If f # L2(+) then fR # L2(_), where _=|R| 2 +. If k=M&1 then
_ is indeterminate and N-extremal, and if kM then _ is determinate. In
both cases C[t] is dense in L2(_), so for given =>0 there exists p # C[t]
such that
=>& fR&p&L2(_)=& f &Rp&L2(+) . K
We now come to the final preliminary result. It plays a fundamental role
in the proof of Theorem 1.1, and it is of independent interest.
Theorem 2.10 Let + # M* be a determinate measure of finite index, let
F+ be the entire function (1.6) associated to +, and let S be the interpolating
polynomial for F+ associated to the system of points (2.1) with polynomial R
given by (2.2).
Then
dL2(+)(S, R(t) C[t])=0.
Proof. 1% We first assume z1 , ..., zN  supp(+).
Let k=ind(+)=indz(+) for z  supp(+). We may assume kM&2 for if
kM&1 then we have f # R(t) C[t] for any f # L2(+) by Proposition 2.9.
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We put R0(t)=1, R1(t)=t&z1 , ..., RM(t)=R(t), where by definition
Rj+1(t)=Rj (t)(t&zs) if
j # [k1+ } } } +ks&1+s&1, k1+ } } } +ks+s[.
By Proposition 2.9 we have S # Rk+1(t) C[t] since ind(+)=k, so for cer-
tain sequences a (1)j , a
(2)
j , ..., a
(M&k&1)
j # C and rj # C[t] we have for j  
&S(t)&Rk+1(t) a (1)j &Rk+2(t) a
(2)
j & } } } &RM&1(t) a
(M&k&1)
j
&RM(t) rj (t)&L2(+)  0. (2.9)
We claim that a ( p)j  0 for j   for p=1, ..., M&k&1, and the asser-
tion of the theorem follows by the triangle inequality.
Suppose that the claim is not true and that p # [1, ..., M&k&1] is the
smallest number such that a( p)j % 0 and a
(q)
j  0 for 1q<p. By the tri-
angle inequality we get from (2.9)
" S(t)Rk+1(t)&
Rk+p(t)
Rk+1(t)
a ( p)j & } } } &
RM(t)
Rk+1(t)
rj (t)"L2(_)  0, (2.10)
where _=|Rk+1 |2 + is indeterminate and N-extremal. The quotient
Rk+p+1(t)Rk+1(t) is a polynomial of degree 1, so let s # [1, ..., N] be
the smallest number such that zs is a zero. Let k$s be the multiplicity,
1k$sks+1. We apply the continuous linear functional $=$ (k$s&1)zs on
L2(_) to the sequence under the norm sign in (2.10). Since Rk+q(t)Rk+1(t)
has zs as a zero of multiplicity at least k$s for q=p+1, ..., M, we get
lim
j  
a ( p)j $ \Rk+pRk+1+=$ \
S
Rk+1+ ,
and $(Rk+pRk+1){0 because zs is a zero of Rk+pRk+1 of multiplicity
k$s&1. However, by Corollary 2.7 we see that $(SRk+1)=0, and we con-
clude the contradictory statement a ( p)j  0. Indeed, if zs is a zero of Rk+1
of multiplicity \s0, then \s+k$sks+1 so k$s&1<ks+1&\s .
2% We next assume z1 , ..., zr # supp(+), zr+1 , ..., zN  supp(+).
Defining _=|t&z1 |2 } } } |t&zr | 2 + we know that ind(_)=ind(+)<
and z1 , ..., zN  supp(_). The entire function F_ associated to _ is given by
F_(t)=
F+(t)
(t&z1) } } } (t&zr)
.
Let S_ be the interpolating polynomial for F_ associated to the system
(zl , kl&1), l=1, ..., r, (zl , kl), l=r+1, ..., N, (where zl does not appear if
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kl=0 and l=1, ..., r). By Lemma 2.8 S(t)=(t&z1) } } } (t&zr) S_(t) is the
interpolating polynomial for F+ associated to the original system (2.1).
Put
R_(t)=
R(t)
(t&z1) } } } (t&zr)
.
By the first part of the theorem we know that
inf
p # C[t]
&S_&R_ p&L2(_)=0,
but using
&S_&R_ p&L2(_)=&S&Rp&L2(+)
we get
inf
p # C[t]
&S&Rp&L2(+)=0. K
3. The Main Results
Let + # M* be a determinate measure and let ( pn)n be the corresponding
sequence of orthonormal polynomials. Let (z1 , k1), ..., (zN , kN) be the
system (2.1). To simplify the notation we assume that the system is ordered
such that there exist positive integers 0N1N2N, for which
z1 , ..., zN1 are mass points of + and k1 , ..., kN1=0,
zN1+1 , ..., zN2 are mass points of + and kN1+1 , ..., kN2>0, and (3.1)
zN2+1 , ..., zN are not mass points of +.
We put A=A1 _ A2 , where
A1=[(m, i) # N 2 | N1+1mN2 , 1ikm]
(3.2)
A2=[(m, i) # N 2 | N2+1mN, 1ikm+1].
In this Section we prove Theorem 1.1 and give a complete characterization
of the operators of the form (1.1) for which the sequence (T( pn))n belongs
to l2.
First of all, we prove the first part of Theorem 1.1, showing that we must
assume the index of determinacy of the measure + to be finite; otherwise,
the question, we are studying, only has the trivial solution.
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Theorem 1.1 (i). If
ind(+)\ :
N2
l=1
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1)+&1,
then the sequence (T( pn))n only belongs to l2 in the trivial cases, i.e., if and
only if T is a linear combination of Dirac deltas evaluated at the points zl
which are mass points of the measure +.
Proof. If T is a linear combination of Dirac deltas evaluated at mass
points of the measure +, then it trivially follows that (T( pn))n belongs to l2.
To prove the converse we assume that (T( pn)) # l2, and al, kl {0,
l=1, ..., N.
For every m satisfying 1mN, we put
rm(t)=(t&zm)km `
N
l{m, l=1
(t&zl)kl+1. (3.3)
It is clear that T(rm){0, and hence we have T(r~ m)=1, where
r~ m(t)=rm(t)T(rm).
From Lemma 2.2, we have
&T( pn)&&22 =d 2L2(+)(r~ m , ker(T )). (3.4)
If R(t) is given by (2.2) we have T(Rp)=0 for all p # C[t], and hence
R(t) C[t]ker(T). From (3.4) we then get
&T( pn)&&22 d
2
L2(+)(r~ m , R(t) C[t])=d
2
L2( |r~ m |2 +)(1, (t&zm) C[t]), (3.5)
and from Lemma 2.1 (ii) it follows that |r~ m | 2 + is a determinate measure.
Hence, (3.5) gives
&T( pn)&&22 d
2
L2( |r~ m |2 +)(1, (t&zm) C[t])=(|r~ m |
2 +)([zm]).
Since (T( pn))n # l2 we get ( |r~ m | 2 +)([zm])>0, so zm must be a mass point
of the measure + and r~ m(zm){0. From the definition of r~ m these conditions
imply that all the points zm , m=1, ..., N are mass points of + and km=0,
that is, the operator T is just a linear combination of Dirac deltas
evaluated at mass points of the measure +. K
We now prove the second part of Theorem 1.1, which establishes the
main result of this paper.
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Theorem 1.1 (ii). If
0ind(+)\ :
N2
l=1
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1)+&2, (3.6)
then
dim[T # T | (T( pn))n # l2]=M&ind(+)&1.
Moreover, a linearly independent system of equations for this linear space is
given by
T(zkF+(z))= :
N
l=1
:
kl
j=0
al, j[zkF+(z)] ( j)(zl)=0 (3.7)
for k=0, 1, ..., ind(+).
Proof. We proceed in several steps.
First step. (3.7) is a linearly independent system of ind(+)+1 equa-
tions.
Proof. To prove that these equations are linearly independent we define
the operator T*: H(C)  CM by
T*( f )=( f ( j)(zl)) j=0, ..., kl
l=1, ..., N
,
where H(C) is the space of entire functions. It is clear that the equations
in the system (3.7) are linearly independent if and only if the vectors
T*(zkF+(z)), k=0, ..., ind(+), are linearly independent in CM. If these vec-
tors were linearly dependent, a non-zero polynomial p with
dgr( p)ind(+) (3.8)
would exist for which T*( pF+)=0. This implies that for l=1, ..., N, zl is a
zero of pF+ of multiplicity bigger than or equal to kl+1. Since zl ,
l=1,..., N2 , (see (3.1)) are simple zeros of F+ and zl , l=N2+1, ..., N are
not zeros of F+ , we deduce that for l=1, ..., N2 , zl is a zero of the polyno-
mial p of multiplicity bigger than or equal to kl , and for l=N2+1, ..., N,
zl is a zero of the polynomial p of multiplicity bigger than or equal to
kl+1. Therefore
dgr( p) :
N2
l=1
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1),
so the hypothesis (3.6) gives dgr( p)ind(+)+2, which contradicts (3.8). K
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In dealing with the equations (3.7) it is natural to introduce the inter-
polating polynomials uk for zkF+(z) associated to the system (2.1). Since
T*(uk)=T*(zkF+(z)) for k=0, ..., ind(+) and the restriction of T* to
CM&1[t] is an isomorphism onto CM, cf. (2.5), we conclude that uk ,
k=0, ..., ind(+) is a linearly independent set in CM&1[t].
To avoid the technical part in the rest of the proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii),
we assume the following lemma, which will be proved at the end of this
section.
Lemma 3.1 The interpolating polynomials uk # CM&1[t] for zkF+(z)
associated to the system (2.1) satisfy
(i) dL2(+)(uk , R(t) C[t])=0, for k=0, ..., ind(+).
Furthermore, if we assume uk # kerM&1(T ) for k=0, ..., ind(+), then this
set can be extended to a basis of kerM&1(T ) by the following polynomials
uk+ck r, k=ind(+)+1, ..., M&2,
where ck # C, r=r~ 1=r1 T(r1) is given by (3.3) and uk # CM&1[t] is such
that the following properties hold:
(ii) The zeros of uk are among the numbers [z1 , z2 , ..., zN] with multi-
plicities less than or equal to k1 , k2+1, ..., kN+1 respectively.
(iii) For ind(+)+1k<nM&2 we have dgr(uk)<dgr(un)<
M&1, and every zero of uk is a zero of un of at least the same multiplicity.
(iv) If ind(+)+1kM&2 and |uk | 2 + is a determinate measure,
then a complex number a # [z1 , ..., zN] exists for which +([a])>0, uk(a){0
and un(a)=0 for k<nM&2.
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii).
Second step. If (T( pn))n # l2, then T satisfies the equations (3.7).
Proof. The statement is clear if T=0, so we assume T{0. Since
(T( pn))n # l2, we can extend the operator T as a continuous linear func-
tional on the space L2(+). Lemma 3.1 (i) says that uk # R(t) C[t] for
k=0, ..., ind(+), and since T(Rp)=0 for all p # C[t], the continuity of T
gives T(uk)=0 for k=0, ..., ind(+). However T(zkF+(z))=T(uk), and (3.7)
follows. K
Third step. If T satisfies the equations (3.7), then (T( pn))n # l2.
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Proof. We assume that T is of the form (1.1) with al, kl {0, l=1, ..., N
and split ker(T ) by Proposition 2.3 as follows
ker(T )=kerM&1(T )R(t) C[t], (3.9)
where R(t) and M are defined in (2.2).
By hypothesis we have T(zkF+(z))=0 for k=0, ..., ind(+). By definition
T(uk)=T(zkF+(z)) for k=0, ..., ind(+), so uk # kerM&1(T ). Let us consider
the basis
uk , k=0, ..., ind(+), uk+ckr, k=ind(+)+1, ..., M&2
of kerM&1(T) established in Lemma 3.1.
To prove the third step, we proceed by reductio ad absurdum. Hence, we
assume (T( pn))n  l2. Since T(r)=1, Lemma 2.2 gives
dL2(+)(r(t), ker(T ))=0.
By (3.9) we then have
"r(t)& :
ind(+)
k=0
bn, k uk(t)& :
M&2
k=ind(+)+1
bn, k(uk(t)+ckr(t))&R(t) sn(t)"L2(+)  0
for certain sequences of complex numbers (bn, k)n and polynomials (sn)n .
Lemma 3.1 (i) says that uk # R(t) C[t] for k=0, ..., ind(+), so by the tri-
angle inequality we can remove the sequences above corresponding to these
polynomials to get
"r(t)& :
M&2
k=ind(+)+1
bn, k(uk(t)+ck r(t))&R(t) rn(t)"L2(+)  0, (3.10)
for certain polynomials (rn)n .
If limn bn, k=0 for all k=ind(+)+1, ..., M&2, (3.10) implies
&r(t)&R(t) rn(t)&L2(+)  0,
and so
0=dL2(+)(r(t), R(t) C[t])=dL2( |r|2 +)(1, (t&z1) C[t]).
From hypothesis (3.6) and Lemma 2.1 (i) it follows however that the
measure |r| 2 + is indeterminate and therefore,
dL2( |r|2 +)(1, (t&z1) C[t])>0,
which is a contradiction.
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Hence there exists k # [ind(+)+1, ..., M&2] such that bn, k % 0. We take
k0 to be the smallest k with this property. By (3.10) we then have
"r(t)&bn, k0(uk0(t)+ck0 r(t))
& :
M&2
k=k0+1
bn, k(uk(t)+ckr(t))&R(t) rn(t)"L2(+)  0.
For a certain subsequence (bnp , k0)p we have infp |bnp , k0 |>0. For sim-
plicity of notation we denote this subsequence (bn, k0)n , and deduce
"uk0(t)& :
M&2
k=k0+1
cn, kuk(t)&R(t) qn(t)&dnr(t)"L2(+)  0 (3.11)
for certain sequences (cn, k)n , (dn)n of complex numbers and (qn)n of poly-
nomials. This gives
"1& :
M&2
k=k0+1
cn, k
uk(t)
uk0(t)
&
R(t)
uk0(t)
qn(t)&dn
r(t)
uk0(t)"L2( |uk0 |2 +)  0. (3.12)
Lemma 3.1 (ii), (iii) guarantees that
R(t)
uk0(t)
,
r(t)
uk0(t)
, and
uk(t)
uk0(t)
, k=k0+1, ..., M&2,
are polynomials with a common zero. Let us put a for this zero.
Then (3.12) gives
dL2( |uk0 |2 +)(1, (t&a) C[t])=0. (3.13)
But if |uk0 |
2 + is an indeterminate measure this is a contradiction.
If |uk0 |
2 + is a determinate measure, Lemma 3.1 (iv) says that we can
take a to satisfy uk0(a){0 and +([a])>0. This gives |uk0 |
2 +([a])>0, i.e.,
dL2( |uk0 |2 +)(1, (t&a) C[t])=|uk0 |
2 +([a])>0,
which again contradicts (3.13).
Hence, under the hypothesis that T satisfies the conditions (3.7), the
assumption (T( pn))n  l2 leads to a contradiction, so the third step is
proved.
The dimension of the space [T # T | (T( pn))n # l2] is clearly
M&ind(+)&1. K
To finish the paper we prove Lemma 3.1. Part (i) is a consequence of the
following Lemma, which generalizes Theorem 2.10.
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Lemma 3.2 For p # Cind(+)[t] let Sp be the interpolating polynomial for
p(z) F+(z) associated to the system (2.1). Then p [ Sp is a linear injection of
Cind(+)[t] into CM&1[t] and
dL2(+)(Sp , R(t) C[t])=0 for p # Cind(+)[t].
Proof. It is clear that p [ Sp is linear, and if Sp=0 then T*( pF+)=0
and hence p=0, see the proof of the first step of Theorem 1.1 (ii). It is
enough to prove the formula for p belonging to a basis for Cind(+)[t]. We
define polynomials vm, i for (m, i) # A (see (3.2)) by
vm, i (z)=(z&zm)km&i `
N2
l=m+1
(z&zl)kl `
N
l=N2+1
(z&zl)kl+1, (m, i) # A1 ,
(3.14)
vm, i (z)=(z&zm)km+1&i `
N
l=m+1
(z&zl)kl+1, (m, i) # A2 , (3.15)
and the map J: A  N by
J((m, i))=dgr(vm, i)={
:
N2
l=m
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1)&i, (m, i) # A1
:
N
l=m
(kl+1)&i, (m, i) # A2 .
In the lexicographic order on A the map J is decreasing from
J(N1+1, 1)= :
N2
l=N1+1
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1)&1 to J(N, kN+1)=0,
and every integer in this interval is attained exactly once by J.
Let BA be defined by B=B1 _ B2 , where
B1=[(m, i) # A1 | J(m, i)ind(+)]
(3.16)
B2=[(m, i) # A2 | J(m, i)ind(+)].
Then clearly [vm, i | (m, i) # B] is a basis for Cind(+)[t], so it suffices to
prove the formula in Lemma 3.2 for these polynomials. Let
Fm, i=vm, iF+ for (m, i) # B.
For 1mN we also consider the entire function
F+, m(z)=
F+(z)
(z&zm) } } } (z&zN2)
, (3.17)
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meaning that F+, m=F+ when mN2+1. Since F+(zj)=0 when
zj # supp(+), i.e., jN2 , the functions F+, m are entire.
For (m, i) # B we let I+, m, i be the interpolating polynomial for F+, m
associated to the system (z1 , k1), ..., (zm&1, km&1), (zm , i&1) and we set
um, i (t)=I+, m, i (t)
R(t)
Rm, i (t)
=I+, m, i (t)(t&zm)km+1&i `
N
l=m+1
(t&zl)kl+1, (3.18)
where
Rm, i (t)=(t&zm) i `
m&1
l=1
(t&zl)kl+1. (3.19)
Since
F+, m(z)
R(z)
Rm, i (z)
=Fm, i (z) for (m, i) # B, (3.20)
it follows from Lemma 2.8 that the polynomials um, i are the interpolating
polynomials for Fm, i associated to the system (2.1).
From (3.18) we have
dL2(+)(um, i (t), R(t) C[t])=dL2(_)(I+, m, i (t), Rm, i (t) C[t]), (3.21)
where
_= } RRm, i }
2
+.
Let us first take (m, i) # B2 . Then the roots of
R(t)
Rm, i (t)
=(t&zm)km+1&i `
N
l=m+1
(t&zl)kl+1 (3.22)
are among the points [zN2+1 , ..., zN], which are not in supp(+). Hence,
supp(_)=supp(+). Since Nl=m(kl+1)&iind(+), it follows from the
expression for RRm, i and Lemma 2.1 (ii) that _ is a determinate measure,
and
ind(_)=ind(+)&\ :
N
l=m
(kl+1)++i.
Since supp(_)=supp(+) the entire function F_ associated to the measure _
is just F+ .
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I+, m, i is the interpolating polynomial for F+, m=F+=F_ associated to the
system (z1 , k1), ..., (zm&1 , km&1), (zm , i&1), so if we apply Theorem 2.10
to the measure _, we have
dL2(_)(I+, m, i (t), Rm, i (t) C[t])=0.
From (3.21) we get that
dL2(+)(um, i (t), R(t) C[t])=0.
Finally we take (m, i) # B1 . Then the roots of the polynomial (3.22) in the
support of + are exactly zm , ..., zN2 . Hence, supp(_)=supp(+)"[zm , ..., zN2].
Lemma 2.1 (ii) gives that _ is determinate and
ind(_)=ind(+)&\ :
N2
l=m
kl+ :
N
l=N2+1
(kl+1)++i0.
The function F_ associated to the measure _ is just
F_(z)=
F+(z)
>N2l=m (z&zl)
=F+, m(z).
Again Theorem 2.10 applied to the measure _ gives
dL2(_)(I+, m, i (t), Rm, i (t) C[t])=0,
so from (3.21) we get
dL2(+)(um, i (t), R(t) C[t])=0,
and the lemma is proved. K
Proof of (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.1. By assumption the polynomials
u0 , ..., u ind(+) form a linearly independent set in kerM&1(T), and we know
from Lemma 3.2 that
span[u0 , ..., u ind(+)]=span[um, i | (m, i) # B],
where um, i is defined in (3.18).
Hence, it will be enough to extend the set [um, i | (m, i) # B] to a basis
of kerM&1(T). To do that, we define the set C/N 2 by
C=[(l, j) | 1lN, 1 jkl+1, (l, j){(1, 1), (l, j)  B], (3.23)
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and the polynomials vl, j , (l, j) # C by
vl, j (t)=
R(t)
Rl, j (t)
&T \ RRl, j+ r(t), (3.24)
where r(t) is the polynomial defined in Lemma 3.1, and Rl, j is defined like
in (3.19)
Rl, j (t)=(t&zl) j `
l&1
m=1
(t&zm)km+1.
Clearly vl, j # kerM&1(T).
Since B has ind(+)+1 elements, it follows that C has M&ind(+)&2
elements. We consider the following (reverse lexicographic) order in N_N:
l0>l1
(l0 , j0)<1 (l1 , j1) if and only if {or (3.25)l0=l1 and j0> j1 .
According to this order, we write
C#:1< } } } <:M&ind(+)&2 .
We now define the polynomials uk and the constants ck , which appear in
Lemma 3.1, by
uj+ind(+)(t)=
R(t)
R:j (t)
, cj+ind(+)= &T \ RR:j+ , (3.26)
for j=1, ..., M&ind(+)&2.
We shall prove that the set of polynomials
[um, i , vl, j | (m, i) # B, (l, j) # C]
is a basis of kerM&1(T ). This will imply that the set
uk , k=0, ..., ind(+), uk+ckr, k=ind(+)+1, ..., M&2
is a basis of kerM&1(T ).
From the definitions of the sets B (see (3.16)) and C (see (3.23)), it tri-
vially follows that B & C=< and
B _ C=[(m, i) | 1mN, 1ikm+1]"[(1, 1)]
has M&1 elements.
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We put
ym, i={um, i ,vm, i ,
if (m, i) # B,
if (m, i) # C.
Since dim(kerM&1(T ))=M&1, it will be enough to prove that the polyno-
mials [ ym, i | (m, i) # B _ C] are linearly independent. But this is an easy
consequence of the following result:
Lemma 3.3. Given (m, i) # B _ C then zm is a root of multiplicity
km+1&i of ym, i , and for l<m, a root of multiplicity at least km+1 of yl, j .
Proof. Let us first assume (m, i) # B, i.e., ym, i=um, i . From (3.18), it
follows that zm is a zero of multiplicity km+1&i of um, i if and only if
I+, m, i (zm){0. But (3.17) gives that
I+, m, i (zm)=F+(zm) for mN2+1,
and
I+, m, i (zm)=
F $+(zm)
(zm&zm+1) } } } (zm&zN2)
for N1+1mN2 .
Now, for mN2+1 we have zm  supp(+), and so F+(zm){0; and for
N1+1mN2 we have zm # supp(+), and so F+(zm)=0. Since the zeros
of F+ are simple this gives F $+(zm){0. In both cases I+, m, i (zm){0, and
then zm is a zero of multiplicity km+1&i of um, i .
Assume next (m, i) # C, i.e., ym, i=vm, i .
For m>1, the polynomial vm, i (see (3.24)) is defined by
vm, i (t)=(t&zm)km+1&i `
N
l=m+1
(t&zl)kl+1&c(t&z1)k1 `
N
l=2
(t&zl)kl+1,
where c=T(RRm, i)T(r1). Then it is clear that zm is a zero of multiplicity
km+1&i of vm, i .
For m=1, the polynomial v1, i is defined by
v1, i (t)=(t&z1)k1+1&i `
N
l=2
(t&zl)kl+1&c(t&z1)k1 `
N
l=2
(t&zl)kl+1.
By the definition of C we have (1, 1)  C, so if (1, i) # C then i2. Then it
is clear that z1 is a zero of multiplicity k1+1&i of v1, i .
For l<m, (3.18) or (3.24) clearly gives that zm is a root of multiplicity
at least km+1 of yl, j , whatever j is. K
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From the definition of the polynomials uk , ind(+)+1kM&2, it
follows that
uk=
R(t)
Rl, j (t)
=(t&zl)kl+1& j `
N
m=l+1
(t&zm)km+1 for certain (l, j) # C.
Hence, the parts (ii), (iii) of Lemma 3.1 follow trivially, taking into account
that the uk 's are ordered according to the order <1 (see (3.25)). K
Proof of the part (iv) of Lemma 3.1. We need the following claim
Claim 1. If (m, i) # C then one of the following conditions hold
(i) 1mN1 , km=0 and i=1.
(ii) N1+1mN2 and N2l=m kl+
N
l=N2+1 (kl+1)&i>ind(+).
(iii) N2+1mN and Nl=m (kl+1)&i>ind(+).
To prove part (iv) of Lemma 3.1, we assume |uk | 2 + to be a determinate
measure for some k, ind(+)+1kM&2, that is, |RRm, i | 2 + is a deter-
minate measure for some (m, i) # C.
If (m, i) satisfies condition (ii) or (iii) of claim 1, Lemma 2.1 (i) shows
that the measure |RRm, i | 2 + is indeterminate. Hence, (m, i) must satisfy
condition (i) of Claim 1.
In this case we have 1mN1 , km=0 and i=1, and we therefore get
R(t)
Rm, i (t)
= `
N
l=m+1
(t&zl)kl+1;
hence, zm is not a zero of RRm, i . But from the definitions of the polyno-
mials uk (ind(+)kM&2) and the order <1 (see (3.25)), it follows that
zm is a zero of un for n>k. Since 1mN1 we have zm # supp(+). Putting
a=zm , part (iv) of Lemma 3.1 is proved. K
To finish the paper, we prove Claim 1.
Proof of Claim 1. Let (m, i) # C. From the definition of C (see (3.23)),
we have (m, i)  B or (m, i){(1, 1).
If 1mN1 , then km=0 (see (3.1)) and hence i=1 so (i) holds.
If N1+1mN2 , it follows from the definition of B (see (3.16)) that
(m, i) satisfies (ii) of Claim 1.
If N2+1mN, it follows again from the definition of B that (m, i)
satisfies (iii). K
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